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With over 150 years of experience and industry knowledge, Webber Wentzel combines the 
collective knowledge and experience of our firm to provide seamless, tailored and 
commercially-minded business solutions within record times. 

We value excellence and innovation and we work with our clients to help them achieve 
success in whatever they do. Our passion to help our clients achieve their goals shows in 
the quality of the delivery of our service. We aim to add value in everything we do and to 
be the trusted adviser to our clients

Webber Wentzel | The leading full-service law firm 
in Africa
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• South Africa’s Regulatory Framework

• The IRP 2019

• Private PPAs - the 100MW Licensing Exemption – October 2021 amendments to 
Schedule 2 of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (ERA)

• Municipalities – October 2020 amendment to the Electricity Regulations on New 
Generation Capacity under the ERA and other regulatory considerations

• Grid connection considerations

• The Infrastructure Development Act

Agenda



South Africa’s electricity regulatory framework
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South African Electricity Sector Reforms

• SA electricity market evolving towards better balance between government dominated control of the 
sector via Eskom and municipal and private sector participation in generation

• Shift towards multiple buyers and sellers with the transmission and distribution grid remaining in 
national / municipalgovernment control, partly driven by technology change favouring more competitive 
smaller generation.

• Through REIPPPP, the private sector has already been contracted to provide 6500MW of renewable 
energy and this contribution is set to increase under the IRP2019.

• Reforms relate to embedded generation will enable further private sector participation in the generation 
space – whether the offtakers are private or municipal.

• Embedded generation will remain small relative to the overall capacity of the system (5GW vs 
approximately 46GW) and will eventually enable new generation capacity without the government 
guarantees required by REIPPPP.
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South African Electricity Regulatory framework

• Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 and procurement laws

• Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 – note amendments to schedule 2

• Integrated Resources Plan 2019

− 26 630MW of renewable energy by 2030

• New Generation Capacity Regulations, 2011, updated in 2020 with new amendments for municipalities

• Ministerial determinations under section 34, Electricity Regulation Act

• Public Finance Management Act / Municipal Finance Management Act / Municipal Systems Act

• Infrastructure Development Act

• Carbon Tax



The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), 2019
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Regulatory 
framework 

Table 5 : IRP 2019 



The 100MW Licensing Exemption – August and October 2021 
amendments to schedule 2 of the ERA
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Amendment of Schedule 2, Electricity Regulation Act (ERA)

© 2019

• Prior to August 2021, schedule 2 of the ERA gave a licensing exemption to projects under 1MW.

• Amendment to Schedule 2 of ERA on:

• 12 August 2021

• 20 August 2021

• 5 October 2021

• https://www.webberwentzel.com/News/Pages/new-law-facilitates-large-scale-private-power-generation-in-south-

africa.aspx

• https://www.webberwentzel.com/News/Pages/new-issues-with-amended-amended-schedule-2-of-the-electricity-
regulation-act-for-private-power-generation.aspx

https://www.webberwentzel.com/News/Pages/new-law-facilitates-large-scale-private-power-generation-in-south-africa.aspx
https://www.webberwentzel.com/News/Pages/new-issues-with-amended-amended-schedule-2-of-the-electricity-regulation-act-for-private-power-generation.aspx
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Why the amendment to Schedule 2 is important 

© 2021

• President Ramaphosa - a significant step in further reforming South Africa's electricity sector to 
achieve a stable and secure supply of energy

• The Minister and NERSA are no longer the gate-keepers of private power generation

• This amendment will be of interest to the many intensive energy users looking to generate their own 
electricity quickly, for security of supply, to contain the rising costs of Eskom-generated electricity and 
to reduce their carbon footprint in light of the significant global decarbonization drive.

• It will bring eventual energy security to smaller businesses and consumers, who can look forward to a 
reduction in load shedding and less reliance on Eskom in the future.

• This reform is also expected to unlock significant investment in new generation capacity in the short 
and medium term, enabling companies to build their own generation facilities to supply their energy 
needs. This would in turn increase the available supply of energy and reduce the burden on Eskom, 
allowing it to proceed with its intensive maintenance Programme and reduce its reliance on expensive 
gas and diesel turbines.
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Licensing Exemption – 12 August 2021

© 2021

• Main Amendments

• paragraph 3.1 - operating an electricity generation Facility, with or without storage, with a point of connection to the 
transmission or distribution grid, with a capacity of no more than 100 MW, is exempt from licensing by NERSA but will 
require registration with NERSA

• supply to an “end-use customer” with or without wheeling

• Standby or back-up electricity

• Facilities with no point of connection

• Demonstration plants not intended to be in operation more than 36 months

• Distribution facilities up to the point of connection that connects an exempted generation facility where there is wheeling

• Trading of electricity by a reseller of electricity where:

• Price charged by reseller to customer is less that price charged by holder of distribution license in the area

• Reseller has a service delivery agreement with a municipality or other distributor ratified by NERSA

• NERSA may vary, suspend or revoke registration in certain circumstances
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Licensing Exemption – 12 August 2021

© 2021

• Key legal considerations

• The Minister intended to amend but did the Minister amend?

• What are NERSA’s registration requirements?

• Could there be sale to multiple end-use customers?

• What if two plants are situated on the same site with the same or different points of connection and together exceed 
100MW?

• Is the reference to "where there is conveyancing of electricity through the transmission or distribution power system" in the 
Distribution License Exemption intended to exclude the operation of distribution lines that connect behind the meter? 

• In respect of the Trading Licence Exemption, "reseller" is defined as a person who purchases electricity from a trading 
entity in order to sell such electricity to a customer, but “trading entity” is not defined. It is not clear which sellers of 
electricity would qualify as trading entities.

• The grounds on which NERSA may revoke and deregister unclear – on application by third party
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Licensing Exemption – 20 August 2021

© 2021

• Key legal considerations

• Clarified that the Minister amends, not just intends to amend.

• Clarified that exempted electricity generators may sell to multiple customers through removing the language in paragraphs 
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 referring to the supply of electricity to "an end-use customer", replacing it with reference to "one or more 
customers". 

• Omissions of key language:

• The lead-in to paragraph 3 - "The following activities are exempt from the requirement to apply for and hold a licence
under the Act, but these activities must comply with the Code and any other authorisations and/or agreements as 
may be required, and must be registered with the Regulator".

• Definitions of "Point of Connection" and the first part of the definition of "Property“

• Reseller provision

• Other key issues from 12 August amendment remain
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Licensing Exemption – 5 October 2021

© 2021

• Key legal considerations

• Re-inserted key language that had been previously omitted.

• Other key issues from 12 August amendment remain.



Municipal electricity regulation
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Municipal electricity regulation

© 2021

• Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996 – assigns municipalities the responsibility for administering services to 
communities in a sustainable way, including electricity reticulation.

• Municipal Systems Act 1998 – defines the roles of municipalities as services authorities and assigns municipalities the right 
to determine the service provider that will distribute electricity within their boundaries

• Municipal Finance Management Act 2003 - outlines the requirements for municipalities to set tariffs for service provision, 
including electricity tariffs. Multi-year contracts, such as a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) are regulated by section 33 of 
the MFMA which stipulates that a municipality can only enter a contract imposing financial obligations on the municipality 
beyond a three-year period on certain conditions:

• A draft of the contract is publicly advertised for comment 60 days prior to the municipal council meeting at which the 
contract will be considered for approval.

• The municipal council has considered the financial implications of the contract and any comments received on the 
proposed contract.

• The municipal council has adopted a resolution on the financial benefits of the contract and authorised the municipal 
manager to sign the contract on behalf of the municipality.
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Municipal electricity regulation

© 2021

• Electricity Regulation Act 2006 and the Electricity Regulation Amendment Act, no. 28 of 2007 - stipulate that a 
municipality has executive authority and rights to reticulate electricity within its boundaries. These regulations provide 
municipalities with the ‘authority function’ of energy reticulation. This function includes the development of policies, 
drafting by-laws, setting tariffs, deciding how energy reticulation services are provided and regulating the provision of 
these services in terms of the by-laws and other mechanisms. 
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Municipal electricity regulation – New Generation Capacity 
Regulations

© 2021

• On 16 October 2020, the Electricity Regulations on New Generation Capacity under the ERA were amended. The key 
amendments are:

• The Minister of Energy may determine as to whether any new generation capacity shall be established by Eskom, another 
organ of state or IPP. If the new generation capacity is established by an IPP then the Minister may also determine the 
identity of the buyer or, where applicable, the procurer and the buyer

• The Regulations have been limited in application, providing that only organs of state active in the energy sector may 
procure new generation capacity; and such procurement now includes, amongst others, base load, mid-merit load, peak 
load new generation capacity, and energy storage;

• Municipalities, as organs of state, are now eligible to apply to the Minister for the procurement or purchase of new 
generation capacity in accordance with the Integrated Resource Plan. In order to do so, municipalities must:

• submit a feasibility study where it intends to deliver new generation capacity through an internal mechanism 
(section 76 Municipal Systems Act); 

• proof that it has complied with section 120 of the  Municipal Finance Management Act and the Municipal Public-
Private Partnership Regulations (value for money, affordability, risk transfer)where it intends to deliver new 
generation capacity through an external mechanism under section 76 Municipal Systems Act; and 

• submit proof that the application is aligned with its Integrated Development Plan. 
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Municipal electricity regulation – New Generation Capacity 
Regulations

© 2021

• Plans to procure new generation capacity being advanced by:

• Johannesburg

• Cape Town

• Buffalo City

• eThekwini

• Ekurhuleni

• Others

• Comment – desire for accordance on wheeling and distribution rules across municipalities.



Grid connection considerations 
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Generation Connection Capacity Assessment 2023

© 2019

• Transmission Generation Capacity Assessment of the 2021 
Transmission Network (GCCA) – Phase 1 - released by Eskom 
in June 2021, shortly prior to bid submission in REIPPPP 
Round 5

• Phase 1 considers 6 supply areas

• Phase 2 will be published later in 2021 with the remaining 
supply areas

• Assumptions:

• the connection of RMIPPPP projects, 

• reduction in load forecast to lower available capacity 
because thew transmission network will be used 
more

• Deferral of transmission projects due to funding 
constraints

• The 6 supply areas are limited to 10.5GW

• The Northern Cape Corridor is highly constrained and 
cannot evacuate additional generation further to what has 
already been approved.

• See also Eskom’s Transmission Development Plan (TDP)
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REIPPPP – Renewable Energy Development Zones

© 2019

• Strategic Environmental Assessment for wind and solar PV 
energy in South Africa – 2015 and 2018 – gazetted for 
implementation in 2018 

• 11 zones gazetted by DFFE to support the responsible 
implementation of the IRP2019

• The objective of the SEAs is to identify areas in the country 
that are best suited for wind and solar PV energy projects, 
based on a holistic assessment of technical, strategic 
planning, environmental and socioeconomic criteria

• Projects developed in REDZ could make significant 
contributions to mine rehabilitation and to support a just 
energy transition in specified areas including where 12GW 
if existing coal power stations are planned to be 
decommissioned by 2030.

• There is a distinct need for rehabilitating areas where 
existing coal power stations are expected to decommission 
and possibly repurposing these for a range of diverse 
economic activities including renewable energy deployment 
which can be “fast tracked” if within the new REDZs.

• https://www.csir.co.za/renewable-energy-development-
zones

https://www.csir.co.za/renewable-energy-development-zones
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DX Infrastructure Development to Support Renewables up to 

2035

Insights

•Dx has a grid expansion 

and strengthening plan 

to provide for existing 

and new customers with 

reliable supply.

• IPPs and DERs capacity 

requirements are 

planned for, including 

the less than 100MW.

•Grid Expansion to 

evacuate the power from 

the IPP’s and DER’s 

aligned to TX plan via 

Collector stations.

•DSO and smart grid will 

enable coordination of 

DERs and IPPs which 

will unlock the green 

economy.



The Infrastructure Development, 2014
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The Infrastructure Development Act and the Strategic Integrated 
Projects 

© 2021

• On 23 June 2020, the Minister of Public Works announced that 55 infrastructure projects across 6 sectors had been 

earmarked as strategic integrated projects (SIPs) to be implemented under the Infrastructure Development Act. 

• Any processes relating to the implementation of a SIP, including processes relating to any application for any approval, 

authorisation, licence, permission or exemption and processes relating to any consultation and participation required by 

the relevant laws must, as far as possible and in order to expedite the matter, run concurrently. These SIPs are intended to 

be rolled out at grassroots level and that stakeholder and community ownership will be required at the outset of the 

process.

• The Gazetted SIPs were divided into six sectors:

I. Water and Sanitation

II. Energy

III. Transport

IV. Digital Infrastructure

V. Agriculture and Agro-processing and 

VI. Human Settlements. 
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List of strategic Integrated Projects

© 2021

1. Strategic Integrated Project No 19: Water and Sanitation;
2. Strategic Integrated Project No 20: Energy;
3. Strategic Integrated Project No 21: Transport;
4. Strategic Integrated Project No 22: Digital Infrastructure ;
5. Strategic Integrated Project No 23: Agriculture and Agro-processing;
6. Strategic Integrated Project No 24: Human Settlements;
7. Strategic Integrated Project No 25: Rural Bridges “Welisizwe” Programme;
8. Strategic Integrated Project No 26: Rural Roads Upgrade Programme;
9. Strategic Integrated Project No 27: Upgrading and Repair of Township Roads in Municipalities Programme;
10. Strategic Integrated Project No 28: PV and Water Savings on Government Buildings Programme;
11. Strategic Integrated Project No 29: Comprehensive Urban Management Programme;
12. Strategic Integrated Project No 30: Digitising of Government Information Programme;
13. Strategic Integrated Project No 31: Removal of Alien Vegetation and Innovative Building Materials Programme;
14. Strategic Integrated Project No 32: National Upgrading Support Programme (NUSP);
15. Strategic Integrated Project No 33: Solar Water Initiatives Programme;
16. Strategic Integrated Project No 34: Student Accommodation;
17. Strategic Integrated Project No 35: SA Connect Phase 1B Programme; and
18. Strategic Integrated Project No 36: Salvokop Precinct.
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Strategic Integrated Project No 20: Energy:

© 2021

A total of three energy sector projects were gazetted, with an estimated value of ZAR 58 billion and the potential to create 6 

000 jobs. The projects include:

I. the IPP Office's emergency power programme involving the development, installation, and operation of a total 

aggregate of up to 2 000 Megawatts (MW) of new generation capacity from independent power producer projects; 

and the 

II. Embedded Generation Investment Programme (EGIP)-400MW: National - GCF-DBSA Embedded Generation 

Investment Programme (“EGIP”) which will facilitate the provision of credit support for private renewable energy 

projects backed by non-sovereign offtakers, up to a capacity of 330 MW, consisting of 280 MW of solar PV and 50 

MW of wind.
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